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Yun chujiu furrowed her brows. If these golden-spotted hurricane leopards were demonic beasts, it 

would be fine. She could just bring them out and think of a way. 

 

 

However, they were only array beasts created by the array formation. Once they left the array 

formation, they would die. Therefore, even if Yun chujiu didn’t kill them, they would die sooner or later. 

 

 

Yun chujiu let out a long sigh. “Sigh! You and I both know that this is a dead end. How about this? Before 

you die, I will give you a name. In that case, you can be considered to have left a mark.” 

 

 

The eyes of the five golden spotted hurricane leopards shone with desire. Even if they could not live on, 

having a name was still good. Among the tens of thousands of array beasts, only they had a name. Just 

thinking about it was very impressive! 

 

 

The few leopards in Yun Chujiu’s spiritual beast pouch looked at each other. These stupid leopards 

would regret it! They would definitely regret it! ! What good name could they come up with if they gave 

it a useless name? ! 

 

 

Yun Chujiu racked her brains for a long time and even pulled out a few strands of her hair, then, she 

said, “I’ve thought it through. You guys will be called leopard one, leopard two, leopard three, leopard 

four, and leopard five! What do you think? Do you think it’s very high-end and classy?” 

 

 



The five golden spotted hurricane leopards looked at Yun chujiu helplessly. Right now, they only had one 

thought — they wanted to die as soon as possible! 

 

 

Yun chujiu coughed a few times guiltily. “That, that, don’t think that this name is not good just because 

it’s simple. The so-called simplest is the most complicated! 

 

 

This is dialectics, just like my name, Chujiu. Doesn’t it feel very ordinary? But I think it’s very high-class! A 

name is just like a person’s clothes. Whether it looks good or not depends on who wears it.” 

 

 

The five gold-spotted hurricane leopards glanced at her and continued to beg for quick death! 

 

 

Yun Chujiu felt a great blow. was the name she had chosen really that bad? Xiao Hei, Xiao Hong, Xiao 

Mogu, weren’t they pretty? 

 

 

The few in the spiritual beast bag expressed their feelings silently with two tears in their eyes. 

Everything was said in silence. 

 

 

Yun chujiu saw that the five gold-spotted hurricane leopards had nothing to live for, she gritted her 

teeth. “Sigh, I have no choice. I’m going out! I can only end your little lives! Before I die, I’ll send you a 

poem. Some of the leopard people are alive, but it’s already dead. Some of the Leopards are dead, but 

it’s still alive…” 

 

 



Yun chujiu read the poem while gnashing her teeth. She was about to make a move, but unfortunately, 

she still couldn’t bring herself to do it. 

 

 

The five golden spotted hurricane leopards looked at each other. There was a trace of warmth in their 

hearts. No matter what, this little human girl still had a conscience. Since she couldn’t bear to make a 

move, they could just kill themselves. They would die sooner or later anyway. 

 

 

Therefore, the five golden spotted hurricane leopards slapped each other with their claws, and all of 

them fell to the ground and died! 

 

 

Although she knew that the five golden spotted hurricane leopards would die sooner or later, Yun Chujiu 

still felt a little bitter when she saw them commit suicide. 

 

 

Just when Yun Chujiu was feeling sad, a white light flashed in front of her eyes. When she regained her 

sight, she was already in the square. 

 

 

There were only a few people in the square. When Xue Wuji and the other two saw Yun Chujiu, they all 

gathered around her. 

 

 

Yun chujiu adjusted her mood and began to chat and laugh with the three of them. 

 

 



As time passed, more and more candidates were teleported to the square. Among them were some who 

were angered to death by Yun Chujiu. All of them glared at Yun Chujiu, some people directly questioned, 

“Yun Chujiu, why are you able to move around in different areas? Did you cheat?” 

 

 

Yun chujiu looked at him as if he was an idiot. “Which eye of yours saw me cheating? Did the rules say 

that I’m not allowed to move around? I’m willing to move around. What Do You Care?” 

 


